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Summary

Since the last RIPL-II CRP meeting, we have developed a code that prepares inputs from the
RIPL-I optical model parameter data base for the SCAT2 and ECIS96 computer codes. We
have also made limited corrections to the optical model parameter file, and have made minor
extensions to the format for optical potentials. We have implemented mass information from
the RIPL-I mass library into the ground-state mass/spin/parity file (Tape 13) used in GNASH
and other codes. Additionally, we have developed software for using the generalized
superfluid level density model on SUN computers at LANL, ultimately for use of the RIPL-I
level density information in the GNASH code.

Optical Model Parameter File (RIPL-I)

The format for compiling optical model potentials in the RIPL-I library was modified to
include flags to indicate cases where relativistic calculations should be used and to indicate
the use of dispersive model parameterizations. Corrections were made to the entry in the
parameter library for the Madland Semmering potential (the imaginary part of the spin-orbit
potential was inadvertently omitted from the original library). The revised format description
and parameter data file are in the IAEA RBPL-II file (OPTICAL area) as young_omformat.dat
and young_omparameter.dat.

Retrieval Code for RIPL-I Optical Parameters

A new code, OMTNPUT, is being developed for retrieving optical model potentials from the
RIPL-I optical model parameter library and formatting the potentials for input into either the
SCAT2 or ECIS96 optical model codes. The input required for the code is the energy grid for
the calculations (or a default grid can be used), the Z and A of the target nucleus, and the
optical model potential number in the RIPL-I library. In addition to the RIPL-I optical
parameter file, the ground-state mass/spin/parity file that is described below is required, and
appropriate subroutines are included for reading these files. At present the code works for
spherical and rotational band potentials but is only partially complete for vibrational
potentials. Additionally, the code needs further testing to make certain it works for all cases.
A working version (preliminary) of the code is included in the IAEA RBPL-II file (OPTICAL
area) as young_ominput.for.

Development of a New Ground-State Mass/Spin/Parity Table Based on the RIPL-I
Library for Use in the GNASH Code.

An updated version of the ground-state mass/spin/parity file (tapel3) used with the GNASH
code has been constructed using the 1995 Audi experimental mass file and the Moller-Nix
calculated mass file in REPL-I. The algorithm used in building the file is to incorporate
experimental masses when available and to only use calculated masses in cases where
experimental masses are unavailable. Ground-state spins and parities are taken from the
Wallet Card compilation by the National Nuclear Data Center at Brookhaven National
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Laboratory. The new file contains entries for 9151 nuclei, approximately twice our previous
file (3846 entries). [The algorithm used to retrieve masses uses an approximation by Duflo in
cases where there is no mass entry in the file.]

The present file is preliminary and needs to be updated for the year 2000 Wallet Card spins
and parities that have just been issued. A working file entitled young_gs-masssp.dat is
included in the IAEA RIPL-H file (MASS area).

Other Developments

We are developing a code to transform discrete energy level information from the ECN
TALYS library (and possibly REPL-II format) into a GNASH formatted file. This effort will
be completed when a new RBPL-EL discrete level library is available.

We have developed and tested a software package for the generalized superfluid level density
model, ultimately to be implemented in the GNASH code. We have also made a number of
improvements and corrections of the GNASH code and have performed extensive calculations
with it (see T-16 progress report). A new version of the code will be available soon from the
code centers.


